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The Badlands of Hark is incredibly engaging and imaginative. I read and reread it as a child. It stands the test of time
and remains an outstanding adventure book.

Available formats depend on the services that provide the distribution of such content third parties. This book
was released in a series. At this moment on our site only one book from the series. But in the near future we
will add other books. Watch for updates, for example - add a link to this page to your social network. Includes
bibliographic data, information about the author of the book, description of the book and other if such
information is available. Click on the link and download Therefore, on our servers there is no any byte of
information that would violate the rights of writers or third parties. This site is the site of the Amazon Affiliate
Program and other online stores the list is constantly expanding. It only provides affiliate links to online
shopping for buying books. All books are copyrights to the original owners. The search for information about
books and authors is carried out through the API of search engines, such as Google, Bing and Yahoo. We do
not change the information, just give it a structure and a convenient view for reading. This site will respond to
"any and all take-down requests" that comply with the requirements of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act
DMCA , and other applicable intellectual property laws. If you believe that a website page infringes on your
copyright then please use the form to submit a request. Rate this book You can vote for the book once. Voting
is completely anonymous and does not require registration. Your voices will help other users to choose the
right book. Stine and Jovial Bob Stine, is an American novelist and writer, well known for targeting younger
audiences. Stine b Robert Lawrence Stine known as R. His other major series, Fear Street, has over 80 million
copies sold. He lives in New York, NY. Information about the author on the site:
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Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

Description[ edit ] Gamebooks can be grouped into three families. The second type is the Solitaire adventure
an example of this is the Tunnels and Trolls series of gamebooks , which combines the branching-plot novel
with the rules of a role-playing game , allowing the game to be played without a Gamemaster but may require
the purchase of separate manuals. The third type is the Adventure gamebook examples of these are the
Fighting Fantasy and Lone Wolf series of gamebooks , which essentially combines the two: In all gamebooks,
the story is presented as a series of sections of printed text. Branching-plot novel sections often run to several
pages in length, whereas solitaire and adventure gamebook sections are usually no longer than a paragraph or
two. At the end of a text section, the reader is usually given a choice of narrative branches that they may
follow. Each branch contains a reference to the number of the paragraph or page that should be read next if
that branch is chosen e. The story continues this way until a paragraph or page which ends that branch of the
story. In most solitaire or adventure gamebooks, there is usually one "successful" ending, and the remainder
are "failures. Many titles are usually published in series containing several books, although individual
gamebooks have also been published. While the books in many series are stand-alone narratives, others
continue the narrative from the previous books in the series. History[ edit ] This section possibly contains
synthesis of material which does not verifiably mention or relate to the main topic. Relevant discussion may
be found on the talk page. June Origins[ edit ] Several influences contributed to the development of the
gamebook format during the twentieth century. An early example of the form is Consider the Consequences!
This story features an author whose novel is a three-part story containing two branch points, and with nine
possible endings. Skinner , [12] have been recognized as an early influence on the development of branching
path books. These books present the reader with a series of problems related to a particular area of study,
allowing him or her to choose among several possible answers. If the answer to a problem is correct, the
reader moves on to the next problem. If the answer is incorrect, the reader is given feedback and is asked to
pick a different answer. This educational technique would form a basis for many later narrative gamebook
series. These include Lucky Les by E. The first gamebook series proper appears to have been Tracker Books,
published by Transworld in the UK between and This series includes adventures in a variety of genres such as
science fiction, mystery, and sports. Tabletop role-playing games such as Dungeons and Dragons were another
early influence that would contribute in major ways to the development of the gamebook form. The first
module which combined a branching-path narrative with a set of role-playing game rules was Buffalo Castle
for the Tunnels and Trolls system Buffalo Castle was innovative for its time, as it allowed the reader to
experience a role-playing session without need for a referee. Montgomery and initially published by Vermont
Crossroads Press, laid much of the groundwork for the later surge in popularity of the gamebook format. The
series was born with Sugarcane Island by Edward Packard, which was written in but did not see publication
until The series later included Journey Under the Sea by R. While these early efforts apparently achieved
some popularity with readers, they and the gamebook format in general still did not have a publisher with the
marketing strength required to make them available to mass audiences. The series became immensely popular
worldwide and several titles were translated into more than 25 languages. It was during this period that
Bantam released several other interactive series to capitalize on the popularity of the medium a few examples
are: One of the most popular competitors seems to have been TSR , who released several branching-path
novels based on their own role-playing games. Stine wrote several books for this line, including The Badlands
of Hark, as well as for other series such as Wizards, Warriors and You. Several Choose your Own Adventure
spin-offs and many competing series were translated into other languages. Branching-path books also started
to appear during the eighties in several other countries, including Spain, France, the United Kingdom, Mexico,
Chile, and Denmark. In some other countries, publication both of translated series and of original books began
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in later years. For example, the first original books in Brazil and Italy seem to have appeared in the nineties.
Translated editions of Choose your Own Adventure and other Western series only appeared in Eastern
European countries after the fall of Communism. Nonetheless, there were books with more didactic purposes
ranging from historical series such as the aforementioned Time Machine to books with religious themes such
as the Making Choices series. Also, a few branching-path books were aimed at adults, ranging from business
simulations to works of erotica. The branching-path book commercial boom dwindled in the early nineties,
and the number of new series diminished. However, new branching-path books continue to be published to
this day in several countries and languages. Choose your Own Adventure went on to become the longest
running gamebook series with titles. The first run of the series ended in Montgomery started rereleasing some
Choose Your Own Adventure titles in His company has also released some new titles. New books and series
continue to be published in other countries to this day. Outside the English-speaking world[ edit ] Despite the
domination of works that have been translated from English in most non-English speaking countries, a sizable
number of original gamebooksâ€”both individual books and seriesâ€”have been published in various
countries; this is especially the case in France e. During the popularity peak of gamebooks in Bulgaria,
Bulgarian publishing houses believed that only Western authors would sell and, as a consequence, virtually all
Bulgarian gamebook authors adopted English pseudonyms. A smaller number of Hungarian authors also
adopted Western pseudonyms, in addition to "official titles" that were also in English. Since the mids, about
90 gamebooks have been published in Poland , not only as printed books, but also as comics, e-books or
mobile applications. Polish gamebooks are also regularly written and self-published by their fans [37].
Mainstream fiction[ edit ] While most gamebooks have traditionally being aimed at young audiences, there
have been several attempts to write adult-oriented branching path stories. Barring the aforementioned works of
Dennis Guerrier in the sixties, one of the earliest examples of the form is the five-volume Barcelona, Maxima
Discrecion series, which adapted the noir fiction genre to an interactive form. Heather McElhatton published a
bestselling [39] gamebook for adults in , called Pretty Little Mistakes: It was followed by a sequel titled
Million Little Mistakes published in The stories were retold in simplified language and re-organized plotlines,
in order to make them easier for English as a second or foreign language readers to play. The choice format of
gamebooks has proved to be popular with ESL teachers as a way to motivate reluctant students, target critical
thinking skills, and organize classroom activities. Role-playing solitaire adventures[ edit ] Solitaire adventures
were a parallel development. This type of book is intended to allow a single person to use the rules of a
role-playing game to experience an adventure without need of a referee. The first role-playing game solitaire
adventures to be published were those using the Tunnels and Trolls system, beginning with the book Buffalo
Castle in , making Tunnels and Trolls the first role-playing game to support solitaire play. Flying Buffalo
released 24 solo adventure books plus several pocket size adventures in the period â€” A number of the
adventures are still in print today. Another early role-playing game with solitaire modules made for it was The
Fantasy Trip. The first such module was Death Test, published in Eight adventures were released in total. One
thing that set them apart was the need for miniatures and a hexmap, in order to take advantage of the combat
and movement systems. These adventures were also very popular and influential. Meanwhile, several
third-party publishers started to publish solitaire adventures meant for use with popular roleplaying systems.
Both of these adventures were meant to be used with Dungeons and Dragons rules. Solitaire role-playing
adventures also experienced a boom in the eighties. Many role-playing rulesets included solo adventures
which were intended to teach the rules systems to the players. Some companies released lines of solitaire
adventures for their own games. Solitaire adventures were also featured quite frequently in professional RPG
magazines and fanzines. As was the case with other types of gamebooks, the production of solitaire RPG
adventures decreased dramatically during the nineties. However, new solos continue to be published to this
day. There are also new solo adventures for a variety of systems, and even some influenced by the Fantasy
Trip solos such as the ones by Dark City Games. The Internet has provided a channel to distribute solitaire
adventures, with both free and commercial adventures made available as electronic documents. Adventure
gamebooks[ edit ] Adventure gamebooks incorporate elements from Choose Your Own Adventure books and
role-playing solitaire adventures. The books involve a branching path format in order to move between
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sections of text, but the reader creates a character as in a role-playing game, and resolves actions using a
game-system. Unlike role-playing solitaire adventures, adventure gamebooks include all the rules needed for
play in each book. Adventure gamebooks are usually not divided into numbered pages, but rather into
numbered sections of text, so that several sections may fit in a single page, or a single section can span several
pages. The Warlock of Firetop Mountain was published in , the first of what became the Fighting Fantasy
series of gamebooks, one of the first adventure gamebook series. British series such as Fighting Fantasy, Lone
Wolf, and The Way of the Tiger were translated into several languages and became very popular worldwide.
The boom decreased considerably in the nineties, with Fabled Lands being the last major British gamebook
series. In the s, reissues of the Fighting Fantasy and Lone Wolf series emerged, and garnered some
commercial success.
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Crappy first attempt at a video with an old gamebook of mine.
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I really liked The Badlands of Hark when I was a kid. I never beat it, but twice I worked backwards to find the path. I got
an old used copy for my nephew yesterday and decided to revisit the Badlands.
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Robert Lawrence Stine, R. L. Stine was born on October 8, , and grew up poor in Columbus Ohio. He began writing
short stories and joke books when he was nine years old.
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The Badlands of Hark by R. L. Stine and a great selection of similar Used, New and Collectible Books available now at
www.nxgvision.com
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The Hark series is less well-known, even though its two volumes are perhaps the best gamebooks authored by the
native of Ohio.
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The Badlands of Hark and The Invaders of Hark (Hark, #2).
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The Badlands of Hark - book cover. The cover image of the "The Badlands of Hark" book was obtained from open
sources, all rights to this image belong to the rightholders or their legal representatives.
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